2019 Events at Mt. Robson Provincial Park

**JULY EVENTS:**

- July 1st - Canada Day Celebrations
- July 12th @ 7:00pm - Where Are The Wild Things?; Robson Meadows Amphitheatre
- July 14th @ 7:00pm - Where Are The Wild Things?; Robson Meadows Amphitheatre
- July 26th @ 7:30pm - Star Talks Astronomy Presentation; Robson Meadows Amphitheatre
- July 27th @ 7:30pm - Star Talks Astronomy Presentation; Hargreaves Shelter, Berg Lake
- July 28th @ 7:00pm - Where Are The Wild Things?; Robson Meadows Amphitheatre
- July 30th @ 7:30pm - Star Talks Astronomy Presentation; Hargreaves Shelter, Berg Lake
- July 31st @ 7:30pm - Star Talks Astronomy Presentation; Hargreaves Shelter, Berg Lake
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AUGUST EVENTS:

- Aug 2nd @ 7:00pm - Where Are The Wild Things?; Robson Meadows Amphitheatre
- Aug 9th @ 7:00pm - Where Are The Wild Things?; Robson Meadows Amphitheatre
- Aug 11th @ 7:00pm - Where Are The Wild Things?; Robson Meadows Amphitheatre
- Aug 23rd @ 7:30pm - Star Talks Astronomy Presentation; Robson Meadows Amphitheatre
- Aug 24th @ 7:30pm - Star Talks Astronomy Presentation; Robson Meadows Amphitheatre
- Aug 25th @ 7:00pm - Where Are The Wild Things?; Robson Meadows Amphitheatre
- Aug 30th @ 7:00pm - Where Are The Wild Things?; Robson Meadows Amphitheatre

SEPTEMBER EVENTS:

- Sept 2nd (time TBA) - Alphorn Concert at Kinney Lake Campground
- Sept 7th - 9th Annual Mt. Robson Marathon
- Sept 8th @ 7:30pm - Star Talks Astronomy Presentation; Whitehorn Campground
- Sept 9th @ 7:30pm - Star Talks Astronomy Presentation; Whitehorn Campground